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1. INTRODUCTION 

Trap.NZ is a leading software solution for predator management device monitoring and reporting in 

New Zealand.  There are currently over 2500 predator management projects on Trap.NZ and over 

13,000 users.  This is almost double the level reported just a year ago.  Trap.NZ operates under a 

collaborative model, directed and funded by a group of major user organisations who are the 

collaborative members.  These members include regional councils, philanthropic trusts and Manaaki 

Whenua.  Technical development and support of Trap.NZ is provided by Groundtruth Ltd.  

The Trap.NZ Collaborative has an annual work programme to maintain and continuously update the 

functioning of the system and undertake software development and implementation. 

Predator Free 2050 Ltd has provided financial support to the 2019-20 work programme, particularly 

focused on work areas of: 

● Refinement of the Trap.NZ App 

● Ongoing system operation and support 

 

Work progress is reported to the Trap.NZ Collaborative every 2 months through the year by way of an 

update to collaborative members and a meeting to discuss this update.  The collaborative updates for 

2019-20 to 30 June 2020 are attached in Appendix 1.   

This report summarises the areas of work completed over the 2019-20 year under the PF2050 Ltd 

project milestones.  It also briefly comments on work relevant to interoperability and data commons, 

and advancement of work on camera trap data integration, which is of particular interest to, and 

supported by PF2050. 

 

2. PROJECT PROGRESS 

 

2.1  Ongoing System Operation 

The Trap.NZ system has been successfully hosted and supported throughout the year.  User requests 

and responses, as well as the use of online forums, has continued to increase through the year. 

In addition to ongoing hosting of the system, important work was completed to improve performance in 

line with the major increase in numbers of projects and users.  This is outlined in 2.3, below. 

2.2  Web and reporting enhancements 

Work was undertaken to review and enhance the Trap.NZ home page.  This included incorporating an 

introductory video.  There was a small budget for this work, so the focus was on redeveloping the home 

page where people land so it provides immediate useful information and quick links to the areas of the 

site people are seeking 

A range of work was undertaken on reports.  This included providing:  

● Corrected trap rate report 

● Trap and bait station check reports:  providing greater ability for administrators to see when 

traps and bait stations were last serviced. 

● Bait take reports, showing toxin across a project, including heatmaps 
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● Sensor based trap reports: Listing sensor enable traps and their last events 

● Monitoring reports and charts:  For chew cards, tracking tunnels, etc.  Showing species tracked 

with heatmaps and time series charts. 

 

Bait station heatmap example 

 

 
 

Example monitoring reports 

A range of these reporting functions were used to great public effect by users during the year.  This 

included public communication by the Predator Free Miramar Project as well as many groups using 

maps and reports in their social media and other communication with their communities. 

Important work was completed to provide simple map feeds for summary data.  Where users are 

already displaying other data through ArcGIS Online they can enable a Trap.NZ layer to display with this.   
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2.3  System Security and Performance 

A systems review was carried out by Catalyst IT.   This examined the various processes and systems we 

use to support Trap.NZ including hosting providers, system performance and scaling, security, backups 

and disaster recovery.  The review confirmed that trap.nz is well maintained and has the appropriate 

frameworks in place.  It provided some useful recommendations for enhancements which have been 

applied, such as the use of a content delivery network, to improve prove performance and security. 

Trap.NZ services have been moved to higher performance servers and split across multiple hosts to 

improve performance.  A new API (Application Programming Interface) has been implemented for the 

redeveloped app and other external services to interact with.    The API allows us to cache map services 

and apply rate limits to transactions. 

2.4  Enhanced App Function 

Major work was undertaken through the year to continue to refine and upgrade the app.  This work 

included adding the following: 

● Legal parcel boundaries 

● Data entry for 5 Minute Bird Counts 

● Automatic on-line/off-line synchronisation 

● Monitoring functions (installing of chew cards, tracking tunnels, etc, and adding records in the 

field) 

● Real-time status of installations (indicators show you when traps or stations were last serviced) 

● Additional offline maps: aerials, street maps 

● Refinement of user interface with aspects such as multiple traps – clustering and “spidering” of 

traps on the app display. 

● Enhanced bait station data entry 

 

The app is available free through the app stores. 

Continuing to refine and enhance the app has been an ongoing major area of work.  Usage of the app is 

continuing to rise with monthly downloads currently at 420.  The app has been particularly important 

around the success of major predator control projects such as Predator Free Miramar. 
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Bait station data entry incorporating “sliders”  Clustering of installations (numbers at “disk”) 

 

2.5  Interoperability and data commons 

Considerable work has been undertaken during the year to progress this important principle within 

Trap.NZ.  This has included: 

● Ongoing work to develop and maintain effective integration of Trap.NZ with different radio sensor 

providers.  Allowing them to automatically post data to installations of traps within Trap.NZ.  All 

major current providers of sensor traps are either using the system or in the process of establishing 

links to it.  This includes work with ZIP to connect their sensor trap systems to Trap.NZ. 

● Data feeds. 

● Map feeds 

● Sharing of summary data 

● Work on data standards – Groundtruth has participated in the development of the Predator Control 

Data Standard.  The draft standard is now available and a proposal has been submitted to establish 

an API allowing direct provision of data in data standard format (where necessary project approvals 

are in place).   
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Example map feed of trap locations linked directly into Google Earth

 

 

 

2.6  Integration of Camera Trap Data with Trap.NZ and links to AI processing 

Work in this area has been significantly boosted by work on a project with Manāki Whenua that is 

funded by PF2050 Ltd.  This project involves providing the ability to manage the loading and assessment 

of camera trap image files in relation to camera traps that have been set up on the Trap.NZ platform.   

Images can be manually “tagged” in terms of species, they can also be sent to an artificial intelligence 

(AI) module for automated classification.  Users will be able to utilise the combination of AI and manual 

classification that is most efficient and appropriate for them.  For example, this could include running 

images through AI and only manually checking and assessing those with positive pest captures.  Or, for 

example, preparing tagged images and checking and refining the AI system using them. 
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3.  DISCUSSION 

Large growth has occurred in the adoption of Trap.NZ across predator control projects in New Zealand.  

The number of users and projects have almost doubled in a year.  This has resulted in major increases in 

requirements for hosting, system maintenance and user support.  The support by Predator Free 2050 

Ltd has helped enable the provision of this hosting and support through 2019-20.  Trap.NZ is now a key 

component of achieving predator free goals in New Zealand. 

Use of the mobile app version of Trap.NZ continues to expand and this has been helped greatly by 

funding from PF2050 Ltd and others.  Major project users have helped drive the development, testing 

and refinement of the app.  It is expected that use of the app as a key component of uptake of Trap.NZ 

will continue to increase. 

The data commons aims of Trap.NZ remain important and have been progressed significantly during the 

year.  A range of direct provision of public summary data to public sites, and individual project data to 

separate project websites has occurred.  The discussions around data standards, that Trap.NZ has been 

a key part of, will help allow the provision of standard access to data in the future.   

Though it has not been directly discussed in this report, integration of outcome monitoring continues to 

be an important and growing part of Trap.NZ.  This has the potential to be an important part of the 

platform and public engagement and communication in the future. 

The support across the collaborative members has been critical to support and ongoing development of 

Trap.NZ.  Work is occurring on how this support model can now evolve in line with the large growth in 

use of Trap.NZ so it is sustainable into the future. 

The coordination, data integration and support provided by Trap.NZ is now a major component of 

successfully achieving predator free landscapes.  The tool continues to provide innovation across 

management of predator control projects, and importantly, provide a platform to allow connection and 

innovation by a wide range of projects, technology providers and others.  

 

Peter Handford 

Groundtruth 

August 17 2020 
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APPENDIX:  TRAP.NZ COLLABORATIVE – 2019-20 UPDATE REPORTS 

 



 

Trap.NZ Collaborative – July - September 2019 

Distribution List:  

 

Campbell Leckie 

Kane McElrea 

James Wilcocks 

Jan Hania 

Peter Handford 

Daniel Bar-Even 

Dan Tomkins 

Toby Shanley 

Grant Norbury 

Vivienne Cole 

 

Work undertaken against work programme areas 
 

This update provides a summary of work undertaken against the 2019-2020 Trap.NZ Collaborative 

work programme.  Costs against work area budgets are also provided in this update and can be 

found in a shared google folder.  A link to this folder has been provided to each collaborative 

member. 

1. Ongoing system operation 

1.1 Hosting and storage 

This is a fixed monthly cost.   Hosting now includes two high-performance servers.  See note under 

3.2. Scaling, updating and refactoring – improving website and API performance 

1.2 System Support 

Includes software updates, maintenance and security patches, tweaks and bug fixes.  Work this 

period has included updating the server OS and Docker containers and troubleshooting syncing 

issues with the app. 

1.3 User Support 

From 1 July to 30 September we’ve had 145 help desk requests.  This does not include direct email 

support requests or responses via the Trap.NZ forums. 
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At the moment we are providing support from our technical team while we develop the support 

information and resources.  We will be providing dedicated staff resource to the support role to be 

charged.  The intention is to employ a dedicated staff member to provide user support. 

 

The help section of the site has been re-written and includes a guide to the new app.  A Youtube 

video channel has been set up and will continue to be added to. 

 

Work on initial training undertaken in 2018-19 is being refined and additional training sessions will 

be delivered over the next 3 months, in line with work programme.  Refinement of this training 

material will include the incorporation of new help information, video etc. 

 

2. Enhanced Website Usability and Reporting 

2.1  Reporting enhancements 

A range of new reports has been added over this period, including: 

 

● Corrected trap rate report:  This provides catch rate relative to the number of trap nights, 

rather than just total catches.  Standard corrections are applied for trap night calculations 

for sprung traps.  Catch rate per 100 trap nights is shown. 

 

● Additional trap and bait station check reports, allowing project administrators to quickly see 

when traps and bait stations were last serviced. 

 

● Bait taken reports: Shows toxin take across a project, including heatmaps.  

 

Bait ta ke heatmap - Miramar Eradication Project 
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● Sensor based trap reports: Listing sensor enable traps and their last events 

 

● Monitoring reports and charts:  For chew cards, tracking tunnels, etc.  Showing species 

tracked with heatmaps and time series charts. 

 

Work continues to provide the multi-project reporting.  This will allow users to create and save a 

group of projects they are members of and allow generation of reports from these groups in an 

ongoing way.  Previously this has been a matter of generating a new group each time reporting 

occurs. 

 

Work is also being undertaken to enable simple map feeds to ArcGIS Online.  Where users are 

already displaying other data through ArcGIS Online they can enable a Trap.NZ layer to display with 

this.  This is likely to be useful to a number of councils and others wanting to link Trap.NZ displays to 

their existing public data display. This is once again contributing to the development of a wider data 

commons.  

 

We are developing a simple survey of users that will run at some stage over the next couple of 

months to identify additional high priority reporting needs.  We will then report these back and 

discuss how they fit with budgets and priorities. 

2.2  User interface enhancement 

Work has begun on home page re-design which will include national maps with projects extents and 

the level of trapping done by Trap.NZ members.  We have a relatively small budget in this area, so 

our aim is to focus on the home page where people land and refine this so it provides immediate 

useful information and quick links to the areas of the site people are seeking.  

 

As discussed under 2.1, above, we will also be seeking wider user feedback in the near future. 

Where there are high priority enhancements identified that can be delivered within the current 

budget, they will be included. 

 

3. Enhancing System Performance and Security 

3.1  Security and systems audit 

Catalyst IT have been contacted and will carry out the audit.  Likely to be done late Oct, early Nov. 

As identified in the work programme, this audit will examine both systems and processes to keep the 

system secure, and adequacy of our backup and disaster recovery systems. 

3.2  Scaling, updating and refactoring – improving website and API 

performance 

Following examination of initial opportunities and priorities for improving performance with the 

major increase in numbers of projects and users, a major piece of work was undertaken this period. 

Work carried out was to move the hosting of Trap.NZ services to higher performance servers - 

including separating the database backend to a dedicated host.  This means that front-end 
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processing functions (such as generating complex maps) do not affect the database’s performance, 

and conversely, intensive database operations do not affect the website performance. 

 

There is still a lot of work that can be done to improve performance - the separating of servers will 

allow us more control over the scaling of services. 

 

A new API has been set up for the new app to interact with, which also takes some of the load off 

the website.  The API allows us to cache map services and apply rate limits to transactions.  

 

Any high priority recommendations from the security and systems audit to be undertaken shortly 

may be included in this work area in the future. 

 

 

4. Enhanced App Function 

4.1  Refinement of Trap.NZ app 

This is the most significant piece of work carried out this period.  The app has been redeveloped 

from the ground up through 2018-19.  Inclusion of key refinements and features has been 

undertaken in this period.  The app now includes. 

 

● Legal parcel boundaries 

● Data entry for 5 Minute Bird Counts 

● Automatic on-line/off-line synchronisation 

● Monitoring functions (installing of chew cards, tracking tunnels, etc, and adding records in 

the field) 

● Real-time status of installations (indicators show you when traps or stations were last 

serviced) 

● Additional offline maps: aerials, street maps 

 

Additional work is being undertaken in line with the work programme and will be completed shortly. 

This includes management of double / co-located traps, and investigating the incorporation of track 

logs. 

 

The new version of the app is in use across a number of major projects as a means of providing 

feedback on refinements.  The app is available in the app stores.  It will shortly be promoted more 

widely once some additional refinements are completed.  Initially the old version will remain as well, 

but once there is wide use of the new version the older version will be retired. 

 

New projects in Trap.NZ 

1. July: 74 projects added, 787 users joined 

2. August 116 projects added, 577 users joined 

3. September: 70 projects added, 425 users joined 

4. Current total (as at 3 Oct) of 1827 projects and 9508 users across NZ 
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Risks & Issues 

 

Trap.NZ is continuing to grow rapidly, which puts more load on the servers and user support needs.. 

This is part of normal expansion of a system such as this, and is of course positive, but will require 

ongoing input. 

 

Confirmation of funding from contract work streams is taking longer than initially expected to 

complete.  The positive side of this is that we have been able to put more resources into the main 

collaborative work programme and are progressing this rapidly.   We hope to have more certainty 

around contract projects in the near future. 

 

Peter Handford and Daniel Bar-Even 

9 October 2019 
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Trap.NZ Collaborative – October - November 2019 

Distribution List:  

 

Campbell Leckie 

Kane McElrea 

James Wilcocks 

Jan Hania 

Peter Handford 

Daniel Bar-Even 

Dan Tomkins 

Toby Shanley 

Grant Norbury 

Vivienne Cole 

 

Work undertaken against work programme areas 
 

This update provides a summary of work undertaken against the 2019-2020 Trap.NZ Collaborative 

work programme.  Costs against work area budgets are also provided in this update and can be 

found in a shared google folder.  A link to this folder has been provided to each collaborative 

member. 

1. Ongoing system operation 

1.1 Hosting and storage 

This is a fixed monthly cost.  

1.2 System Support 

Includes software updates, maintenance and security patches, tweaks and bug fixes.  Work this 

period has included upgrading the API to better integrate with the app and Geoserver for map feeds. 

1.3 User Support 

From 1 Oct to 30 Nov we’ve had 79 help desk requests.  This does not include direct email support 

requests or responses via the Trap.NZ forums.   Forums are getting busier with 98 posts the last two 

months.   We generally try and respond to posts were appropriate, but are seeing a growing 

community of users supporting each other. 

 

At the moment we are continuing to provide support from our technical team while we develop the 

support information and resources.  
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The help section of the site continues to be added to added to.  More work will be undertaken 

through December and January.  Training sessions are being scheduled for Auckland in 

January-February.  Training in additional locations will also be undertaken in early 2020.   More 

videos are planned to be added to the library over the next two months.  An introductory video is 

also currently being prepared and will be provided on the website over the next month. 

 

2. Enhanced Website Usability and Reporting 

2.1  Reporting enhancements 

Reports continue to be been added and enhanced over this period, with many additional filters and 

import/exports including: 

 

● Monitoring reports: Trap.NZ’s monitoring functions are starting to be used heavily and 

reports have been added to provide advanced filtering and views, including heatmaps. 

 

 

 

Example monitoring reports 
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● Kiwi call counts: Kiwi call count recording functions have been added.  This is based on the 

data structure from the  Kiwi Best Practice Manual, Robertson & Colbourne 201
�
 and real 

data samples provided by NRC.   Work continues on reporting for kiwi call counts. 

 

● Additions to National map data display: work on including bait station data and monitoring 

outcomes to the national map display.  We plan to include the national map on the 

re-designed home page. 

 

● Map feeds:  users can now generate an API key for direct access to map feeds.  Map feeds of 

available across multiple projects - allowing project administrators to view installations in 

ArcGIS online, Google Earth etc, across all their projects. 

 

Example map feed of trap locations linked directly into Google Earth

 

 

A user survey will be undertaken shortly to identify any additional important reporting requirements 

that can be completed as part of current or future work.  

2.2  User interface enhancement 

Work continues  on the home page redesign which will include national maps with projects extents 

and the level of trapping done by Trap.NZ members.  Wireframes and initial graphic options have 

been developed and are being reviewed. 
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National map view at different zoom levels 

 

As discussed under 2.1, above, we will also be seeking wider user feedback in the near future. 

Where there are high priority enhancements identified that can be delivered within the current 

budget, they will be included. 

 

3. Enhancing System Performance and Security 

3.1  Security and systems audit 

A systems review was carried out by Catalyst IT.   This was done over 2 weeks and involved a series 

of video conferences where we demonstrated and discussed the various processes and systems we 

use to support Trap.NZ.  

 

We are waiting for the written report, however the feedback we have had back so for has been 

positive and confirms that we are doing things right, though with room for refinement.   The review 

has been very worthwhile already and  Catalyst have made some useful suggestions with regard to 

improving performance and security which we have begun applying. 

 

3.2  Scaling, updating and refactoring – improving website and API 

performance 

 

Work continues on improving performance, in particular in optimizing database queries used to 

serve data to the app, and some of the more complex reports on the website. 

 

The content management system which Trap.NZ is based on provides a very powerful report 

generation tool which makes it easy to create sophisticated reports with various user controlled 

filters.  However the database queries that the tool generates can be in-efficient.    On a small 

database this is not normally not an issue.  The Trap.NZ database now has well over a million records 
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and some of the page displays are becoming slow.  Optimised queries can improve this performance 

considerably (more than a hundredfold in some cases) and this has a knock on effect of having less 

load on the system generally and better performance all round.  

 

Catalyst have suggested using Cloudflare (a content delivery service) to serve static content and 

provide some protection against DDoS (Distributed Denial of Services) attacks.  We will investigate 

this further over the next two months. 

 

4. Enhanced App Function 

4.1  Refinement of Trap.NZ app 

App development this period has included a range of performance and stability, and usability 

improvements, as well as additional functionality including: 

 

● Background GPS tracking and improved accuracy. 

● Ability to multi-select lure types 

● Ability to create short lists for trap lures 

● Track logging.  

● The ability to edit installation data as well as adding records (for example - setting a trap be 

retired, or updating the notes field with hazard information).    This is a first step towards 

providing “deployment” functions within Trap.NZ.  Editing installations will then provide the 

ability to set statuses (e.g. planned, approved, installed, etc). 

 

 The current release of the app (in testing) should be available within the next few weeks. 

 

The budget for app development has been used up and we’ve spent approximately 40� more of 

development time on top of the original budget for the app.  We will discuss with collaborative the 

ability to recoup some of these costs in future if more collaborative members join or additional 

budget is found.   Ideally we would continue development and add additional functions and features 

such as Ad hoc kills, Kiwi call counts, Hazard IDs, etc.  
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New projects in Trap.NZ 

1. October: 57 projects added, 676 users joined 

2. November: 70 projects added, 501 users joined 

3. Current total (as at 9 Dec) of 1970 projects and 10,502 users across NZ 

Risks & Issues 

 

As identified previously, Trap.NZ is continuing to grow rapidly, which puts more load on the servers 

and user support needs.. This is part of normal expansion of a system such as this, and is of course 

positive, but will require ongoing input. 

 

Contract work streams took longer than initially expected to confirm.  The positive side of this is that 

we have been able to put more resources into the main collaborative work programme and have 

completed well over half this work.   We have now begun early work on the weed project and will 

shortly be confirming a contract and getting underway with the camera trap AI work. 

 

The long term funding model to support the ongoing maintenance and development of Trap.NZ is an 

important consideration.  We are exploring a number of ideas around this and will discuss these with 

collaborative members over the next 2 months. 

 

Peter Handford and Daniel Bar-Even 

12 December 2019 
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Trap.NZ Collaborative – December 2019 - January 2020 

Distribution List:  

 

Campbell Leckie 

Kane McElrea 

James Wilcocks 

Jan Hania 

Peter Handford 

Daniel Bar-Even 

Dan Tomkins 

Toby Shanley 

Grant Norbury 

Vivienne Cole 

 

Work undertaken against work programme areas 
 

This update provides a summary of work undertaken against the 2019-2020 Trap.NZ Collaborative 

work programme.  Costs against work area budgets are also provided in this update and can be 

found in a shared google folder.  A link to this folder has been provided to each collaborative 

member. 

1. Ongoing system operation 

1.1 Hosting and storage 

This is a fixed monthly cost.  

1.2 System Support 

Includes software updates, maintenance and security patches, tweaks and bug fixes.  

1.3 User Support 

 

User support 

In Dec and Jan we had 46 help desk requests and 77 forum posts.  This is a bit quieter than the 

previous two months (79 and 98) probably due to the holiday period. 

 

The introductory video to Trap.NZ is in production and will be sent out for review this month. 
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Training is currently being scheduled through the March - April period in Nelson, Auckland and 

Northland.  

 

User survey 

An online survey of Trap.NZ users was undertaken between December and the end of January.  This 

survey was promoted through the website, online forums and other networks.  A total of 209 

responses were received.  A summary of the results is being prepared and will be circulated over the 

next week. 

 

2. Enhanced Website Usability and Reporting 

2.1  Reporting enhancements 

Reporting enhancements this period have mainly been refinements to existing reports - adding 

additional fields and filters and refinements to map feeds. 

 

2.2  User interface enhancement 

Work is almost complete on the home page redesign.  This will be applied when the introductory 

video is completed. 

 

Early draft layouts from this redesign are shown below. 

 

 

 

 

Updates have been made to the backyard trapper interface to streamline the joining of users to 

existing groups. 
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3. Enhancing System Performance and Security 

3.1  Security and systems audit 

Completed last period. 

3.2  Scaling, updating and refactoring – improving website and API 

performance 

Work continues on improving performance, in particular in optimizing database queries used to 

serve data to the app, and some of the more complex reports on the website.   Performance has 

improved in general, although there are still areas for improvement. 

4. Enhanced App Function 

4.1  Refinement of Trap.NZ app 

Budget for app development is used so work this period has been restricted to bug fixes and minor 

tweaks.  Another update of the app has been in testing over January and is to be released this 

month. 
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New projects in Trap.NZ 

1. December: 56 projects added, 328 users joined 

2. January: 53 projects added, 312 users joined 

3. Current total (as at 3 Feb) of 2050 projects and 11,031 users across NZ 

Risks & Issues 

 

Funding originally budgeted from Next Foundation projects (but not confirmed) will now not be 

available.  This means that the annual budget is now spent.  Groundtruth will look to address this by 

seeking additional members of the collaborative in the short term.  However, this clearly identifies 

the need to develop a long term business model that secures the maintenance and ongoing 

development of Trap.NZ.  An initial paper on possible long term funding approaches will be 

circulated to the collaborative in February. 

 

Peter Handford and Daniel Bar-Even 

10 February 2020 
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Work undertaken against work programme areas 
 

This update provides a summary of work undertaken against the 2019-2020 Trap.NZ 

Collaborative work programme over the February - March 2020 period.  Costs against work 

area budgets are also provided in this update and can be found in a shared google folder.  A 

link to this folder has been provided to each collaborative member. 

1. Ongoing system operation 

1.1 Hosting and storage 

This is a fixed monthly cost.  

1.2 System Support 

Includes software updates, maintenance and security patches, tweaks and bug fixes.  

1.3 User Support 

 

In February and March, we responded to 61 help desk requests and 127 forum posts.  This 

is up from the last period (46 and 77).  

 

The trap.nz home page now has an introductory video.  
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Additional screencasts have been being added to the Trap.NZ Youtube channel on app 

functions.  

 

Some scheduled training sessions were cancelled due to the Covid-19 controls.  However, 

the positive side of this has been that we have developed an early webinar course.  Initial 

sessions have been run for a Nelson audience and we are now able to run these on request 

with other groups. 

 

 

Example slide from Trap.NZ introductory webinar 

 

 

2. Enhanced Website Usability and Reporting 

The budget for this work area for 2019-20 has now been used up.  Some final work has 

been done in the following areas: 

2.1  Reporting enhancements 

● Additional filters in “Total Catches by Trapper” reports 

● Ability to report on sensor powered traps across projects and provide management 

actions (this piece of work was requested and funded by TRC) 

● Bait Taken and zero-take filters added to Bait Take report (this piece of work was 

requested and funded by Predator Free Wellington) 

2.2  User interface enhancement 

The website has been updated with a new home page, a new logo, a refresh of the 

navigation design and a national project map.  

 

The project invitations emails and subscription process has been updated.  
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3. Enhancing System Performance and Security 

3.1  Security and systems audit 

Completed previously. 

3.2  Scaling, updating and refactoring – improving website and API 

performance 

Work continues on improving performance, optimizing database queries used to serve data 

to the app.  

 

One of the audit recommendations was to use the Cloudflare content delivery network 

(CDN) to provide caching services and some protection against denial of service (DOS) 

attacks.  This has been implemented now and has provided a performance boost, in 

particular the delivery of map tiles to the app. 

4. Enhanced App Function 

4.1  Refinement of Trap.NZ app 

Budget for app development is used, however, work has continued on various functions: 

 

● GPS debugging functions 

● A View Online button for installations 

● Pre-populated bait remaining field from the previous record 

● Trap line bar now clickable 

● Line navigation interface 

● Image upload monitoring records 

● “My baits” shortlist of baits used 

● Smart bait handling based on last bait fill 

● Simplified and logical bait station record interface 
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Recent Funding Developments 

 

Discussions with Predator Free 2050 Ltd have resulted in our now working to finalise a contract that 

will provide $40,000 of support for this year.  This will make up the budget shortfall, and allow 

funding of additional work undertaken on the Trap.NZ app.  Many thanks to PF2050 Ltd for this 

commitment. 

 

 

Future Business Model 

 

In our last discussion with the collaborative, early ideas for developing a future sustainable business 

model for Trap.NZ was discussed.  Only a small number of members of the collaborative were at this 

online discussion.  This followed our circulation of a short paper outlining some ideas.  A few key 

points from the discussion were: 

 

● General support for the need to develop a funding model supported by different user groups 

● Strong desire not to introduce a new payment model to the wide user base as this could 

cause concern and confusion 

● Focus initially on refining the funding model for potential larger contributors and 

collaborative level (e.g. regional council type) members.  Move to other levels later if this 

seems appropriate and is supported by the collaborative. 

● Develop the big vision of where Trap.NZ could get to - in order to inspire commitment from 

larger supporters such as philanthropists. 

 

Following this discussion by the collaborative, the Covid-19 pandemic struck.  This has now 

significantly altered NZ’s economic outlook.  This may present significant opportunities as well as 

challenges - but certainly requires rethinking aspects of any business model, particularly in regard to 

possible contributions from supporters such as philanthropists. 

 

We are currently reworking a business model discussion paper and will be back in touch with this 

soon. 

 

 

Planning and Budgeting for 
����-

�� 

 

We now need to advance budgets and planning for next year.  We will be in touch over the next 

fortnight with early information and setting up discussion around this. 

 

 

New projects in Trap.NZ 

1. February: 58 projects added, 430 users joined 

2. March: 86 projects added, 485 users joined 

3. Current total (as at 1 Apr) 2,181 projects and 11923 users across NZ  
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Risks & Issues 

Immediate issues identified last period with less than budgeted funding have been addressed by 

support from PF2050 Ltd. 

 

The Covid-19 pandemic provides issues around how this will affect the operation of predator control 

projects.   However it seems likely that this will not be a long term issue, and in fact, government 

economic stimulus spending could create opportunities in the medium term. 

 

The need to develop a long term business model that secures the maintenance and ongoing 

development of Trap.NZ continues to be important.  

 

Peter Handford and Daniel Bar-Even 

30  Apr 2020 
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Work undertaken against work programme areas 
 

This update provides a summary of work undertaken against the 2019-2020 Trap.NZ 

Collaborative work programme over the April - June 2020 period.  Costs against work area 

budgets are also provided in this update and can be found in a shared google folder.  A link 

to this folder has been provided to each collaborative member. 

1. Ongoing system operation 

1.1 Hosting and storage 

This is a fixed monthly cost.  

1.2 System Support 

Includes software updates, maintenance and security patches, tweaks and bug fixes.  

1.3 User Support 

In the April to June period, we responded to 111 help desk requests and 199 forum posts. 

(Feb - Mar was 61 and 127).  

 

User support requests ranged from queries about where to buy traps, how to reset 

passwords, various suggestions for improvements, and how to migrate data from various 

systems such as DOC’s Walk the Line database and Goodnature’s Chirp system. 
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As identified in the January-March update, some scheduled training sessions were cancelled 

due to the Covid-19 controls.  

 

However, the positive side of this has been that we have developed an early webinar course 

and initial sessions have been run for groups such as the Tasman Environmental Trust, 

Dunedin City Sanctuary, Waikato Regional Council, and Pest Free Hibiscus Coast.  We are 

now able to run these on request with other groups. 

2. Enhanced Website Usability and Reporting 

As identified in the last update, the budget for this work area for 2019-20 was used up early 

in the calendar year.  Some smaller amounts of work have continued: 

2.1  Reporting enhancements 

● Additional Cross-project reports including bait take, and installation types 

● Reporting using trap and project “tags” . 

● Membership and project area (in hectares) included in project lists 

● Ability to view project installation and boundaries based on territorial authority 

boundaries and/or arbitrary spatial bounds 

2.2  User interface enhancement 

● Added the ability to move installations from one project to another 

● Ability to add records via user defined tags (such has property numbers) 

 

In June we were approached by a usability expert, Catherine Bircher, who is also a Trap.NZ 

user and has a lifestyle block in the Waikato.  She has volunteered to do a review of the 

Trap.NZ website and app and has provided a range of suggestions for enhancements which 

we hope to be able to implement at least some of in the coming months. 

3. Enhancing System Performance and Security 

Completed previously. 

4. Enhanced App Function 

4.1  Refinement of Trap.NZ app 

Work completed during this period included:  

● Usability fixes for form interactions 

● Display of clustered icons, with combined status (e.g. if an installation in a cluster 

needs servicing it is visible). 

● Performance tweaks and bug fixes 

 

Predator Free Taranaki commissioned work to include in-app display and notifications of 

sensor trap status was also undertaken, and this is being tested at the moment. 
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Future Business Model 

Initial ideas for developing a future sustainable business model for Trap.NZ were discussed 

with the collaborative in early 2020.  This followed our circulation of a short paper outlining 

some ideas.  Following this discussion by the collaborative, the Covid-19 pandemic struck. 

This has now significantly altered NZ’s economic outlook, and the way support may or may 

not be provided around Trap.NZ.  This required rethinking aspects of any business model.  

 

An updated approach to the future business model has now been prepared for discussion. 

This needs to be worked through and refined in conjunction with the collaborative. 

 

Work programme for 2020-21 

A draft work programme has been developed for discussion and confirmation with the 

collaborative. 

 

New projects in Trap.NZ 

● April:  66 projects added, 344 users joined 

● May: 82 projects added, 436 users joined 

● June: 89 projects added, 604 users joined 

 

Current total (as at 21 July) 2,461 projects and 13643 users across NZ  

 

This shows an almost doubling of users from 7000 and an over 60% increase in projects 

from that just a year ago in July 2019. 

 

Trap.NZ app downloads 

April: 155,  May: 239 , June: 154 

Risks & Issues 

Immediate issues identified last period with less than budgeted funding have been 

addressed by support from PF2050 Ltd. 

 

The Covid-19 pandemic has provided issues around funding and, during the lockdown, 

operation of predator control projects.   This will continue to create some uncertainty. 

However, it seems likely that this will not be a long term issue.  It is possible that 

government economic stimulus spending could create opportunities in the medium term. 
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The need to develop and implement a long term business model that secures the 

maintenance and ongoing development of Trap.NZ continues to be important.  

 

Peter Handford and Daniel Bar-Even 23 July 2020 
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